The Insio family:

The information in this document contains general
descriptions of the technical options available, which do not
always have to be present in individual cases and are subject to
change without prior notice.

Ultra-discreet, superbly effortless.
Tiny in size, tailor-made for a precise,
comfortable fit, and available in
a range of styles, the new Insio
delivers the natural ease of listening.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Signia GmbH
is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those
of their respective owners.
Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.
Apple App Store is a trademark of Apple Inc.

The new Insio custom hearing aids.
The ease of listening.

Insio at a glance:
Microphones
Improve speech
understanding in noise
by focusing on the
person in front of you.

Volume
control
For direct
sound
adjustments.

CIC
Removal cord
For simple removal
from the ear.

Hear the colors
of sound.

The
new Insio.

Vent
Ensures
ventilation to
the ear.

ITC
Battery door
For quick,
easy battery
replacement.

touchControl
App
The new Insio
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Insio is available in a standard range
of natural colors designed to match
a variety of skin tones. Other color
options are also available. Ask your
Hearing Care Professional for details.
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Custom-made, unnoticeable,
effortless.

White

Tailor-made for the anatomy of your ear
and your hearing loss, Insio™ is almost
unnoticeable, and thanks to the touchControl™
App, extremely discreet. Despite its tiny size,
it’s packed with functionality that delivers
effortless hearing across the entire Insio family.
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Enjoy life’s true sound.

A day with the team and Insio.

Complete control
in the palm of your hand.

Whether it’s an office, a crowded store or a
busy restaurant, wherever there’s a high level
of ambient noise, holding a conversation
requires concentration and effort. Straining to
hear voices in these situations is tiring – even
for people with normal hearing.

A surprise encounter.

The touchControl™ App* puts
complete control of Insio at your
fingertips. Change Insio’s hearing
programs and adjust the volume,
bass and treble to suit your needs;
you can even adjust the direction
of the microphones. All you need
is a smartphone.

The new Insio helps relieve this. The advanced
SpeechMaster function continuously monitors
what you are listening to and singles out the
speaker of interest to reduce unwanted voices
and background noise. You hear what you
want but not the rest. As a result, hearing
becomes effortless and less tiring – all day
long, in every situation.

Standing on the platform on your way to the office
with all the noise of a train station, a stranger
asks for directions. As a train passes noisily by,
Insio ensures you don’t miss a word. Its intelligent
automatic SpeechMaster function elevates the
speaker of interest above other voices while
also engaging narrow directionality and noise
reduction to reduce the background sounds and
voices outside your direction of attention – making
it easy for you to understand what matters.
Lunch outdoors.
You grab a quick lunch with colleagues at a street
café. As the conversation picks up, so does the
wind. With Insio, catching every word is a breeze.
Its automatic SpeechMaster function engages
eWindScreen™ binaural to reduce the wind noise,
focusing on the direction of the voices you’re
listening to.

Office distractions.

Music fidelity you’ll really appreciate.

Back in the office, business is brisk but it’s a
cacophony of phones ringing and people
talking. When someone asks for your opinion on
a report, Insio manages superbly. Its automatic
SpeechMaster function elevates the speaker’s
voice above other voices while noise reduction
tackles the background sounds.

Insio’s HD Music program delivers outstanding
sound quality to let you fully enjoy music.
Whether you’re enjoying your favorite music
at a concert, listening at home on your own
stereo system, or even on stage performing
music yourself, HD Music offers an optimized
and superb listening experience.

Later, at a welcome reception in the foyer, the
announcer’s voice echoes around the room. Insio’s
EchoShield program reduces the reverberation for
better sound quality and greater listening comfort.
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Further accessories.
The easyPocket™ remote control and the
VoiceLink™ companion microphone for
easyTek further enhance Insio’s easy handling.

Extra touches for greater
convenience.
Phone call clarity.
With Insio, phone calls are a snap. As soon as
the phone is held to your ear, its TwinPhone
feature transmits the caller’s voice to both ears
for better understanding. Or connect Insio to
your Bluetooth®-enabled phone via easyTek™
for hands-free calling and music streaming, and
conveniently control it via the easyTek™ App*.

easyPocket

VoiceLink

Tinnitus? Relief is at hand.
With its static and ocean wave tinnitus
therapy feature, Insio provides welcome relief
for tinnitus sufferers. Ask your Hearing Care
Professional which solution is best for you.

easyTek

easyTek
App
* Compatible with Android and iOS.
The app is free of charge.

